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Overview 
This document describes the language that you use to specify the conditions that describe an 
abstract resource.  
Abstract resources: You use the language to specify the conditions that describe an abstract 
resource. Example conditions are: “port must support 10MBPS” or “resource has at least 3 
ports" or "resource must be based on the Acme router template”. 
Note: The conditional statement ANY is allowed only for abstract ports and not allowed for 
abstract resources (The ANY condition on abstract resources causes performance problems for 
the Velocity resolve algorithm). 
Logical topologies: To prepare to reserve resources, you define a logical topology — the 
topology is logically defined by conditions that must be met during the reserved period. At the 
appropriate time, Velocity finds and connects the concrete resources and ports that meet the 
conditions (that is, Velocity resolves the logical topology to a concrete topology). A 
logical topology that makes use of abstract resources is called an abstract topology. 
During the process of resolving the topology, Velocity resolves abstract resources and also 
maps the logical connections that are defined in the topology into concrete connections through 
switches and their ports. The resulting concrete resources and concrete connections make up 
the resolved concrete topology and are used for the duration of the reservation. 
Resolving the abstract resources and ports to physical resources and connections for a 
reservation: While configuring a reservation, Velocity considers both the conditions specified for the 
abstract resources and the connectivity restrictions and resource costs. If Velocity cannot resolve an 
abstract resource and make all of the connections, then the reservation fails. 
Part 1: Velocity compares the concrete resources in the inventory against the specified 
conditions to determine whether to include a particular resource. If a resource meets the 
conditions, then Velocity uses the resource in the reservation – this (along with the cost 
minimization described in a moment) is called resolving the logical topology to a concrete 
topology.  

• For recurring reservations, an abstract topology is resolved to a concrete topology when 
a reservation instance starts. 

• For non-recurring reservations, the topology is resolved immediately after the 
reservation is scheduled. 

Part 2: Velocity calculates resource cost based on other reservations that affect the resource. 
The cost is higher for resources for which conflicts are more likely. Velocity tries to resolve 
abstract resources so that the sum of all costs for the abstract topology is a minimum. The 
solution does not guarantee the best cost but provides a reasonable level of optimization. 
A concrete topology refers to physical resources by their UUID (universal unique identifiers). A 
logical topology can also be considered concrete if it does not contain abstract resources.  
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Condition Language 

Examples 
// has 10 or more ports of any kind 
PORTS >= 10 
  
// either the 'modelNumber' property is less than 10 or the 'series' 
property is equal to 'xxx-xx-xxx' 
int[modelNumber] < 10 OR [series] = "xxx-xx-xxx" 
  
// query of a resource from series 'Router 123' with at least four 
10Gb Ethernet ports 
[Model] = 'Router 123' AND PORTS([Port Type] = 'Ethernet' AND int[Port 
Speed] = 10000) >= 4 
 
// query of a resource from series 'Router 123' with at least four 
10Gb Ethernet ports that are online  
[Model] = 'Router 123' AND PORTS([Port Type] = 'Ethernet' AND int[Port 
Speed] = 10000) >= 4 AND status [online] 
  
// query of a resource inherited from Firewall template that has 
'Model' matching the wildcard string 
// this will match: 'FOO 155-X', 'FOO 355768-C', 'FOO 555' 
template[Firewall] AND [Model] LIKE 'FOO _55%' 
  
// query of a good port with optical return loss less than 38.4 dB 
boolean[good] = true AND decimal[opticalReturnLoss] < 38.4 

Abstract Resource in TBML 
A resource in TBML is marked as abstract using the com.fnfr.rm.condition extension. 
<resource guid="a0ea02d7-52d8-40b5-94f5-c41afadf3c74" id="resource_0" 
type="server">  
   ...  
   <extensions type="com.fnfr.rm.condition" 
xs:namespace="com.fnfr.rm.condition">  
      <!-- abstract resource conditions -->  
   </extensions>  
   ...  
</resource> 
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If a resource in TBML has the com.fnfr.rm.condition block, it is considered abstract, even 
if a GUID is also present. The block must not be empty. 
Use the any condition to mark a resource as abstract without specifying particular conditions. 
It is strongly recommended against using any condition for resources, however. The any 
condition is meant to be used primarily for ports. 

Data Types 
The following table lists the conditional operations supported by the various data types. Each 
operation takes 2 arguments and returns a Boolean value. 

Data Type Operations 

Boolean = 

Integer =, <, >, <=, >= 

Decimal =, <, >, <=, >= 

String =, like* 

* like is similar to SQL's LIKE condition. 

Keywords 
Keywords can be written either in lowercase ("and") or in uppercase ("AND"), but mixed case 
("And") is not supported. Here is the list of keywords of Velocity condition language: 
integer int boolean bool decimal string 
or and not like any template ports 
true and false might seem like keywords, but they are actually literals. You can only write them 
in lowercase. 

Condition syntax and semantics for resources 
Each condition is treated like a predicate that can return true or false. 

Any 
<extensions type="com.fnfr.rm.condition" 
xs:namespace="com.fnfr.rm.condition"> any </extensions> 

Always returns true. The 'any' condition is used to define an abstract port when you do not 
require its properties/template/etc. For example, you want a resource with certain properties and 
one port, but do not care which of the multiple ports of the resource will be used. Specify the 
desired conditions for the resource and specify the 'any' condition for its port. 
Note: The 'any' condition is only allowed for abstract ports, not abstract resources. 
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Property 
integer [propertyName] < value 

Returns true if a property with the specified name exists, is of the specified type, and the 
comparison with the specified value is also true.  
Types: integer/int, boolean/bool, decimal, string. Type may be skipped 
(string type is the default, like this: [Hostname]="switch") 
Operations: =, >, <, =>, <=, % (aliases: eq, gt, lt, ge, le, like). eq is valid for 
each type, like is for string type only, the others are for integer and decimal types. 
Boolean type values are true and false. String type values must be enclosed in single or 
double quotes. Integer and decimal value do not require quotes. 

Template 
template [templateName] 

Returns true if the resource is derived from the specified template (directly or indirectly). 
Otherwise returns false, including the case where the specified template is not found. For 
example, template [Cisco Router] 

Status 
status [online] 

Returns true if the resource has the specified status value. Otherwise returns false. 
Available status values for this condition:  

• status [online] 
• status [offline] 
• status [outofservice] 
• status [unknown] 

Resources with condition "status [outofservice]"  
will be marked with special error message:  
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Effective Cost 

effectiveCost <OP> integerValue 

where <OP> is any of operations: =, >, <, =>, <=. 

Returns true if the Effective Cost value of resource is matched to the condition, otherwise 
returns false. 
Examples: 

Condition Details 

effectiveCost < 1000 Matches devices with effective cost less than 1000 

effectiveCost >= 200 Matches devices with effective cost more or equal to 200 

Ports 
PORTS(<sub-condition>) >= integerValue 

Calculates the number of ports that conform to the specified sub-condition (which may be 
empty, in which case the any sub-condition is assumed).  
Returns true if the number of such ports satisfies the specified comparison. 
Operations: =, >, <, =>, <= (aliases: eq, gt, lt, ge, le) are supported. Any valid 
condition expression is allowed to specify conditions for ports (except for the ports condition 
itself).  
(..) block is optional. For example, to ensure that a resource has at least 3 PORTS, 
use: PORTS >= 3 
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Parent 
PARENT(<sub-condition>) 

Returns true if the resource is directly nested under the parent resource that conforms to the 
specified condition. For example, parent(template[STC]). 

Any valid condition expression is allowed to specify conditions for parent resource. 

Parent condition cannot be nested within another condition and can have only a single entry of 
the PARENT condition. For example, 

Valid condition: PARENT(template[T1] OR template[T2]) 

Invalid condition: PARENT(template[T1]) OR PARENT(template[T2]) 

Ancestor 
ANCESTOR(<sub-condition>) 

Returns true if the resource is nested (directly or indirectly) under an ancestor resource that 
conforms to the specified condition. For example, ancestor(template[STC]). 

Any valid condition expression is allowed to specify conditions for ancestor resource. 

Ancestor condition cannot be nested within another condition and can have only a single entry 
of ANCESTOR condition. 

Valid condition: ANCESTOR(template[T1] OR template[T2]) 

Invalid condition: ANCESTOR(template[T1]) OR ANCESTOR(template[T2]) 

Term condition 
Allows you to create a condition (for an abstract resource) to find a free resource with a name 
beginning with 'xxxx', where the full name, for example, may be 'xxxx-123' or 'xxxx-234567' or 
'xxxx-abc432' or find a free resource with a tag beginning with 'xxxx', where the full list of tag 
may be 'xxxx-123' or 'xxxx-234567' or 'xxxx-abc432' 
Term conditions support two terms: name and tag and has the following structure: 

For example: Name = "My Device", is the condition to get device with name "My Device" 

Where: 

• "Name" is the term, which is not case sensitive
• "=" is the operator, which resolves into "My Device"  value
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Supported terms: 

• Name: Condition on device name
• Tag: Device has tag with specified name

Supported operators: 

• Equals: "="
• Not equals: "!="
• Regex match: "~"
• Wildcard match: "like", "LIKE"

User can use wildcards % and _
%  - any sequence of zero or more characters
_  - any single character

• In operator: "in", "IN"

Supported value: 

String in single or double quotes, e.g., "My Device" / 'My Device' 
Name = "My Device" 

Name != "My Device" 

Name ~ "My .*" 

Name LIKE "My De%" 

Name IN ("My Device", "Your Device") 

Tag = "MyTag" 

Tag != "MyTag"

Tag ~ "My.*" 

Tag LIKE "MyT%" 

Tag IN ("MyTag", "YourTag")

Not 
not <sub-condition> 

Returns true if the specified sub-condition returns false.

And 
<sub-condition1> and <sub-condition2> and ... 

Returns true if all of the sub-conditions return true.

Or 
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<sub-condition1> or <sub-condition2> ... 

Returns true if any of the sub-conditions return true. 
 

Condition syntax and semantics for links 
In addition to abstract resource and abstract port conditions, Velocity also supports abstract link 
conditions. Users can define an abstract link condition to a layer 1 connection between devices 
in a topology to constrain the resource and port selections in an abstract topology. All logical 
operations for link conditions work the same way as they do for resources. In addition, there are 
some keywords that apply only to links. 
With the exception of the "WithEdges" condition, link conditions apply only to cables and ports in 
the route between resources (intermediate elements like cables, patch panels, and layer 1 
switches), exclusive of the endpoint's (resource) ports. 
Note: Link conditions apply only to logical links between endpoints with L1 connection type. Link 
conditions for L2 links (simple VLAN connections, VLANs, MultiVLANs) are not supported. 

Port 
port[propertyName] = "propertValue" 

Returns true if string strictly matches on all intermediate ports. 

Cable 
cable[propertyName] = "propertValue" 

Returns true if string strictly matches on all intermediate cables. 

Sum 
sum([propertyName]) = value 

Note: The Sum condition supports only INTEGER or DECIMAL property types. 
Returns true if the result of a numeric evaluation on the sum of all intermediate ports and cables 
matches value.  
Operations: =, >, <, =>, <= (aliases: eq, gt, lt, ge, le) are supported.  

WithEdges 
The following syntax applies the condition to all ports on the route (including endpoint ports). It 
can be used for the Sum condition or Port condition. 
withEdges <condition> 
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withEdges port[Property 
Name] = "Property Value" 

means strict string matches 
on all ports (intermediate 
and endpoint ports) 

withEdges 
sum(port[Property 
Name]) >,<,= value 

means numeric evaluation 
on all ports (intermediate 
and endpoint ports) 

 
 
Examples 

withEdges port[Port 
Type] = "Optical" 

intermediate and endpoint 
ports should have "Port Type" 
port property with "Optical" 
value 

withEdges 
sum(port[Attenuation]) < 
25 

intermediate and endpoint 
ports should have numeric 
"Attenuation" port property 
and the sum should be less 
than 25 

 
 

Link Conditions Syntax 

[Property Name] = 
"propertyValue" 

means strict string matches 
on all intermediate ports and 
cables 

port[Property Name] = 
"propertyValue" 

means strict string matches 
on all intermediate ports  

withEdges port[Property 
Name] = "propertyValue" 

means strict string matches 
on all ports including 
endpoints 

cable[Property Name] = 
"propertyValue" 

means strict string matches 
on all cables 

sum([Property Name]) >,<,= 
value 

means numeric evaluation 
on all intermediate ports and 
cables 

sum(port[Property 
Name]) >,<,= value 

means numeric evaluation 
on all intermediate ports  
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withEdges 
sum(port[Property 
Name]) >,<,= value 

means numeric evaluation 
on all ports including 
endpoints 

sum(cable[Property 
Name]) >,<,= value 

means numeric evaluation 
on all cables 
  

 

Examples of link conditions 

Total length is less than 50m and Attenuation of each hop is less than 25 dB  
sum(cable[Length]) < 50 AND decimal cable[Attenuation] < 25 

Only optical cables in Single mode  
template[Optical Fiber] AND cable[Mode] = 'Single' 
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How to Contact Us 
To obtain technical support for any Spirent Communications product, please contact our 
Support Services department using any of the following methods: 
Americas 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
Toll Free:  +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America) 
Europe, Africa, Middle East 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
EMEA Phone:  +33 (1) 6137 2270 
Asia Pacific East 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
In China Mainland Phone:  +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free) 
Out of China Mainland Phone:  +86 (10) 8233 0033  
Asia Pacific South 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
India, South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand Phone:  +91 800-419-2111 
+91 (80) 67023400 
The Spirent Knowledge Base (http://support.spirent.com) is designed to serve your technical 
information needs. The Knowledge Base gives you access to tens of thousands of documents 
that help answer your network analysis and measurement questions. New content is added 
daily by Spirent’s communications and networking experts. Sign in with your user ID and 
password to gain access to additional content that is available only to customers – user 
manuals, Help files, release notes, Tech Bulletins, and more. When you sign in, you can also 
use the Knowledge Base to download software and firmware, and to manage your SRs.  
Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services can be found on the 
main company website at http://www.spirent.com. 
Company Address 
Spirent Communications, Inc. 
26750 Agoura Road 
Calabasas, CA 91302 
USA 
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